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This book is actually amazing so far As a poet who has suffered mental eccentricities, it s
really interesting to read about other people s experiences with depression, bipolar disorder
and PTSD Before I got really sick, I do think I, in a lot of ways, conquered my own PTSD
through poetry, and it s nice to read that someone else had the same experience I definitely
am attracted to the essays that promote therapy and or medication, or therapy and poetry
as a combination, to the ones that treat mental illness as a gift, since so many truly great
people have suffered, and who consider the mental illness as part of their creative process
When I was sick, I wrote some things that I think are really clever and or beautiful in a
painful way, but I wrote a lot of shit to get there And I like the stuff I ve written better since I
have sought treatment. This book was surprisingly enjoyable The essays were well selected
and comprehensively explored mental health treatment in relation to creativity.

i

hate this book already so, phew, i don t have to read it poetry and psychomedication should
never mix except 1 when the poet takes psychomedication in the privacy of her home or the
publicity of the coffee shop, the library, the psychiatric ward, etc., in private ingestive acts
having all to do with her personal needs and nothing to do with the words that issue from
her fingers words exist independently of the poet s personal needs, however profound such
needs might feel to the poet, and connected to the creative act she engages in 2 when
psychomedication appears in the poet s own ironic and winkingly, mockingly self
deprecatory bio on the back cover of her book but not, or hardly ever, at the bottom of her
magazine or journal published poem, where it would most likely fail to be recognized as
mocking and ironic and be read as serious 3 when psychomedication appears in the poet s
poetry, where words beat to the heartbeat of their own drum and drum a tune on the kitchen
table but do not, ever, act as apologetic advertisements for pharmaceutical companies,
enticements to the ministration of a probably well remunerated psychiatrist, or
circumstantial evidential support of dubious scientific theories these are the only cases
when poetry and psychomedication can mix all other cases are dubious and spurious and
silly and should be obstructed with the sternest determination the end. This collection of
essays was alternately resonant and esoteric I found myself relating to a lot of the
depressive accounts of these poets but at the same time remembering that I m not
particularly a poetry fanatic Some of the poems were so oblique as to have their relevance
lost on me This made reading the essays rather less satisfying than I would have liked
However, a lot of the success stories of these mostly middle aged poets were very hopeful
and inspiring In sum, though, I would have liked to read from different types of artists with
mental illnesses, not just poets. [ Free Book ] ? Poets on Prozac: Mental Illness, Treatment,
and the Creative Process ? Poets On Prozac Shatters The Notion That Madness Fuels
Creativity By Giving Voice To Contemporary Poets Who Have Battled Myriad Psychiatric
Disorders, Including Depression, Schizophrenia, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, And
Substance AbuseThe Sixteen Essays Collected Here Address Many Provocative Questions
Does Emotional Distress Inspire Great Work Is Artistry Enhanced Or Diminished By Mental
Illness What Effect Does Substance Abuse Have On Esthetic Vision Do Psychoactive
Medications Impinge On Ingenuity Can Treatment Enhance Inherent Talents, Or Does
Relieving Emotional Pain Shut Off The Creative Process Featuring Examples Of Each
Contributor S Poetry Before, During, And After Treatment, This Original And Thoughtful
Collection Finally Puts To Rest The Idea That A Tortured Soul Is One S Finest Muse This
is an amazing book and even so for poets who struggle with mental illness
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